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Abstract
In this paper, HNM (harmonic plus noise model) is
enhanced and used to design a scheme for synthesizing
Mandarin singing voice. Enhancements made include
synthesizing signals with higher fluency level and
keeping the timbre of synthetic singing voices
consistent. In terms of the signal synthesis equations
rewritten here, a Mandarin singing voice synthesis
system is constructed, in which each Mandarin syllable
is recorded only once. This system can parse a song
score file and synthesize its lyric syllables’signals in
real-time. Besides, the skill of portamento singing is
realized. According to perceiving the synthetic songs,
the timbre is indeed consistent, and the signals are
very clear and natural.

1. Introduction
Several techniques were proposed for a computer to
synthesize music [1, 2], including additive synthesis,
subtractive synthesis, and FM (Frequency Modulation)
synthesis. In this paper, however, we choose to enhance
the technique of HNM (harmonic plus noise model)
and use it to design a scheme for synthesizing
Mandarin singing voice in order to obtain high signal
clarity and naturalness level. HNM is originally
proposed by Y. Stylianou [3, 4] and is thought to
belong to the class of additive synthesis. It splits the
spectrum of a signal frame into two halves of unequal
widths in order to better model the spectrum. The lower
frequency half is modeled as consisting of harmonic
partials while the higher frequency half is modeled as
consisting of noise signal components.
Mandarin is a syllable prominent language, and each
syllable is of the structure, CxVCn. The initial, Cx, may
be null, a voiced consonant, or an unvoiced consonant
while the final, Cn, may be null or a nasal as /n/ or /ng/.
As to the nucleus, V, it may be a vowel, diphthong, or
triphthong. Therefore, we take syllable as the unit for
singing voice synthesis.

In this paper, the HNM based scheme is as depicted
in Fig. 1. First, a note’
s data is inputted and parsed.
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Figure 1. Main flow of the HNM based scheme.
Then, the durations of the comprising phonemes are
determined for the note’
s lyric syllable. In terms of
these durations, a time axis mapping function can be
constructed. More detailed explanation is in Section
3.1. Next, a pitch contour for the note is computed. If
the lyric syllable is sung in a portamento, the
computation of pitch contour becomes more
complicated. This is explained in Section 3.5. To keep
timbre consistent, the HNM parameters of the lyric
syllable must be adjusted in a correct way. This is
explained in Section 3.2. In the last block of Figure 1,
the signals for the unvoiced and voiced parts of the
lyric syllable are synthesized with HNM.
If the Cx part of a syllable is a short unvoiced
consonant (e.g. /b, d/), its synthetic signal will be
directly copied from the corresponding part in the
recorded syllable. If the Cx part is a long unvoiced
consonant (e.g. /s, p/), its synthetic signal will be
generated as noise signal with HNM. Otherwise, the Cx

is a voiced consonant (e.g. /m, r/) and will be
considered together with the remaining phonemes.
Because the remaining phonemes of a syllable are all
voiced, their synthetic signal will be generated as
harmonic partials plus noise signal with HNM. The
methods for synthesizing harmonic and noise signals
are explained in Section 3.3 and 3.4.

2. Score file parsing
In a song score file, each line except the first line
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number of beats, lyric. The information contained in
the first line are song name, tempo (e.g., 120 means
120 beats per minute), and duty ratio (e.g., 85 means
85% ofan
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’
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sed in singing). Parsing is
to slice out the 3 fields in a line and to interpret the
meanings of these fields.
The pitch symbol of a note is of the format “
XYZ”
(e.g. G3#). “
X”denotes the tone name, “
Y”denotes the
tone range, and “
Z”is “
#”(sharp) or “
b”(flat).
Through interpretation, the pitch symbol is converted
to a numeric value of pitch frequency. After all notes’
pitch frequencies are determined, automatic key
shifting is executed. Key shifting must be done in order
to translate the pitch range of the score file to match the
pitch range of the person who utters the Mandarin
syllables as the synthesis units.
Here, automatic key shifting is done in the following
steps: (a) Find the maximum and minimum values from
the notes’pitch frequencies; (b) Take the average of
the maximum and minimum values found; (c) Compute
the ratio of the person’
s analyzed mean pitch frequency
to the average value; (d) Multiply each note’
s pitch
frequency with the ratio computed.
After the number of beats for a note is parsed, the
tempo value in the first line can be used to compute the
time-length of a note. However, a note is usually not
sung in its full length because some small ratio of this
length is reserved for breathing or transiting to its
following note.
Next, the lyric of a note is parsed. Usually, each
note has a unique lyric syllable assigned to it. But
sometimes two or three consecutive notes may be
assigned a same lyric syllable (i.e. portamento). This
situation is indicated in the score file with a convention.
When a note is to be assigned the same lyric as its
preceding note, the third field for this note will be
placed a special character such as “
|”
.

3. Signal waveform synthesis
How to keep the timbre of synthetic syllables

consistent? The implementation method is not given in
the original HNM [3, 4]. Note that each Mandarin
syllable has only one recorded utterance here. When
the pitch frequency of a syllable is changed, the values
of the syllable’
s HNM parameters should be adjusted in
a way that the timbre can be kept consistent. Also, how
to warp the time axis of a synthetic syllable in order
that more fluent syllable signal can be synthesized?
The solution to this issue is not found in the original
HNM. Note that a s
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lengthened or shortened, and a linear time warping way
usually results in lower perceived fluency.

3.1. Planning of phoneme duration
When a syllable is started with a short-unvoiced
phoneme, e.g. /bau/, the time length of the shortunvoiced is planned as the corresponding phoneme
length in the recorded syllable. But when started with a
long-unvoiced phoneme, the length of the longunvoiced is planned by multiplying its original length
with a factor Fu. Fu is computed as the synthetic
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length. But its value is confined to within the range
from 0.6 to 1.4.
Consider the example syllable, /man/. Suppose in
the recorded signal of /man/, the three phonemes, /m/,
/a/, and /n/, occupy Rm, Ra, and Rn ms, respectively,
and Rv = Rm + Ra + Rn. Also, suppose that Dm, Da,
and Dn represent the time lengths of the three
phonemes within the synthetic syllable, and Dv = Dm +
Da + Dn. Then, we plan the values of Dm, Da, and Dn
with a procedure that iteratively decreases the values of
Dm and Dn, and increases the value of Da till the ratio,
Da / Dv, is greater than a defined value (e.g. 0.5).
After the values of Dm, Da, and Dn are determined,
a mapping function from the phonemes in the synthetic
syllable to the corresponding phonemes in the recorded
syllable can then be established. This mapping function
is as depicted in Figure 2, i.e. a piece-wise linear time
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Figure 2. Piece-wise linear mapping function.
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mapped time point is also called a control point [1, 2].

3.2. Pitch-tuned HNM parameters
On a control point, the pitch-original HNM
parameters, Ai (amplitude), Fi (frequency), and i
(phase), for the i-th harmonic partial can be obtained
by referring to its corresponding analysis frame.
, for the k-th

However, the parameters, A
k , Fk , and θ
k
pitch-tuned harmonic partial should be determined
carefully in order to keep timbre consistent. To have
consistent timbre, a principle is to keep the spectral
envelope unchanged [2]. This implies that the
amplitude A
k of the k-th pitch-tuned harmonic partial
located at frequency F
k must be determined according
to the spectral envelope defined by the sequence of
pairs, ( Fi , Ai ). For example, in Figure 3, the
Amp
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3.3. Synthesis of harmonic signal
For the harmonic signal, H(t), between the n-th and
(n+1)-th control points, its sample values are computed
with the rewritten equations,
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Figure 3. Keep spectral envelope while tuning pitch.
amplitudes of the pitch-original harmonic partials
represented by solid lines define the spectral envelope
curve. According to this curve, the amplitudes of the
pitch-tuned harmonic partials represented with dashed
lines are determined. In details, for the k-th harmonic
frequency F
k , we first find a pitch-original harmonic
frequency, Fj , from F1 , F2 , F3 ,…,t
h
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and less than Fk . Then, the four pitch-original partials
of the frequencies, Fj
1, F j , F j 
1 , and Fj 2 , are used to
perform order three Lagrange interpolation to compute
the value of A
k . That is,
A
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 of the pitch-tuned harmonic
Similarly, the phase θ
k
partial located at frequency F
k can be interpolated with
the four pitch-original partials of the frequencies, Fj
1,
F j , F j 1 , and Fj 2 . However, the phases of the four
partials, θ
1 , and θj 2 , must be unwrapped
j
1, θj , θj 

beforehand to prevent phase discontinuities. That is,
ˆ ),
the unwrapped phases, θ̂j 1 = θ
j
1 , θ̂j = puw(θ,θ
j j
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where L is the number of harmonic partials, T is the
number of samples between the n-th and (n+1)-th
control points, 22,050 is the sampling rate, akn (t ) is the
time-varying amplitude of the k-th partial at time t,
kn (t ) is the cumulated phase for the k-th partial, f kn (t )
is the time-varying frequency for the k-th partial, and
n ˆ
n
1
n


, i.e. unwrapped phase of 
versus
kn̂ = puw(
k ,
k )
k
kn̂1 . In Equations (4) and (6), linear interpolation is

used.
Note that when using Equation (3) to synthesize
signal samples, the cumulated phase, kn (t ) , is generally
not continued at the boundary time points, i.e. t=0 or t=
T n. This kind of discontinuities, i.e. kn (T n ) kn1 (0) ,
will induce amplitude discontinuities to signal
waveform, and cause clicks to be heard. To prevent this
kind of discontinuities, the amount of mismatched
n
phase, kn , at the boundary point, t = T , must be
computed beforehand. Then, this amount can be
n
divided and shared to the T sample points between
two adjacent control points. Accordingly, the phases of
the signal samples around the boundary point will
move smoothly. Here, the amount of mismatched phase
is computed as
kn puw 
kn (T n ), kn 1 (0) kn 1 (0)
(7)
where the phase unwrapping function, puw( x, y), is as
defined in Equation (4) and kn (T n ) can be directly
computed as


kn (T n ) kn (0) 
(T n 1) Fkn1 (T n 1) Fkn  (8)
22, 050

The formula of Equation (8) is obtained by iteratively
evaluating Equation (5) and (6). Then, by dividing and
sharing kn to the samples between two control points,
Equation (6) can thus be modified to
L
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3.4. Synthesis of noise signal
For the noise signal, we decide to synthesize it as a
summation of sinusoidal components [3]. Let Gk be the
frequency of the k-th sinusoid. Because Gk do not
change with time, we define Gk =100
k (Hz). However,
for the n-th control point, the index k of Gk is not
started from 1 and its starting value, K sn , is determined
according to the MVF (maximum voiced frequency) of
this control point, i.e. K sn = 
MVF(n) / 100
. But the
end value of the index k is always a fixed value,
11,025 / 100
.
K e =

three) notes. When a syllable is assigned more than one
note, it should be sung in a portamento manner. That is,
the pitch-contour of the syllable should be smoothly
transited from the former note’
s pitch to the latter
note’
s pitch in the middle portion. An example pitchcontour is shown in Figure 4. The duration of the
syllable is divided into three time intervals. The left
and right intervals are planned to sing stable pitches of
the two notes in order that they can be explicitly
perceived. And the middle interval is used to transit the
pitch smoothly.
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Figure 4. Example pitch-contour in a portamento.

Let Bkn be the noise amplitude for the k-th sinusoid
on the n-th control point. To determine its value, the 10
cepstrum coefficients, on the n-th control point,
representing the noise spectral envelope are first
appended with zero values and inversely transformed
(inverse discrete Fourier transform) to the spectral
domain [3, 5]. Then, exponentiation is taken to obtain
the corresponding spectral magnitude coefficients, Xj, j
= 0, 1, …,2047. According to the magnitudes Xj, the
value of Bkn can be obtained by linearly interpolating
the two adjacent magnitudes, Xi and Xi+1, whose
frequencies surround the frequency of Gk.
When the values of K sn and Bkn for the n-th control

In this paper, the pitch-contour of a lyric syllable is
planed before its pitch-tuned HNM parameters are
determined. Suppose that the two notes to be sung in
portamento are of the pitch frequencies Pa and Pb. We
first divide the control points within the vowel part of
the syllable into three groups. Then, the control points
within the first and third groups are directly assigned
the pitches of Pa and Pb respectively. But for the n-th
n
control point in the second group, its pitch, P , is
defined with a cosine based function. That is,

point are known, the noise-signal samples between the
n-th and (n+1)-th control points can then be computed
with the rewritten equations,

4. System implementation and experiments

Ke
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where K s is set to the lesser of K sn and K sn 1 , and 
k
is the initial phase for the k-th sinusoid on the n-th
control point.

3.5. Synthesis of portamento singing
Usually a lyric syllable is assigned one musical note.
But occasionally a syllable may be assigned two (or

(Pa Pb )
2

Pn 

(P P )

 a 2 b cos ( Mn )

(13)

where M is the number of control points in the second
group.

Mandarin has only 408 different syllables if
superimposed tones are not distinguished. Hence, we
decide to record and save each of these syllables once
for analyzing HNM parameters. Each of these syllables
is isolatedly uttered in level tone by a female in a sound
proof room. Then, an HNM analysis program is
developed to process these syllables. The analysis
method used is based on the one proposed by Stylianou
[3] but some modifications are made. For example, the
frequency values of harmonic peaks in a spectrum are
more precisely estimated with parabolic interpolation.
And an analysis frame’
s MVF is more strictly defined
as that its following five harmonic candidates are check
to be not harmonic peaks.
In developing the program for synthesizing
Mandarin singing voice, the methods described in

Section 2 are used to parse an input score file, and the
methods described in Section 3 are used to synthesize
the signal waveforms for the lyric syllables. Since the
amount of computations is large, the synthesis program
is hardly to run in real-time with an ordinary personal
computer (e.g., a 2.6MHz Pentium CPU based).
However, we intend to smoothly synthesize singing
voices and play the signal waveforms in real-time. This
is because our synthesis program will be integrated into
a humanoid robot to show the skill of singing.
Therefore, we had tried to find possible bottlenecks. As
a result, a major bottleneck is found to be the inverse
FFT operation for transforming cepstrum parameters
back to spectrum domain for determining noise signal’
s
amplitudes. When the inverse FFT length is changed
from 4,096 to 1,024 points, the synthesis speed is
largely improved and achieve 3 times of real-time. The
frequency spacing of 21.53Hz (22,050 / 1,024)
between two adjacent bins is thought to be sufficient
because the frequencies of adjacent sinusoidal
components are 100Hz apart.
To show the ability of the HNM-based synthesis
scheme, spectrograms for the signals of the syllable
/wan/ are analyzed with the package, WaveSurfer, and
shown in the lower part of Figure 5. The spectrogram

syllables in Figure 5 can be downloaded and listened.
In addition, some synthetic Mandarin songs are
provided, which are intended to show the timbre
consistency, signal clarity and naturalness as mentioned
above.

5. Concluding remarks
In this paper, a piece-wise linear function is used to
map an analysis frame of a recorded syllable to a
control point of a synthetic syllable in order to promote
the fluency of the synthetic singing syllables. And an
order three Lagrange interpolation based method is
proposed to determine the pitch-tuned HNM
parameters in order to keep the timbre of the synthetic
singing voice consistent. In terms of such
enhancements and the signal-synthesis equations
rewritten here, we have constructed a Mandarin singing
voice synthesis system, in which each Mandarin
syllable is only recorded once. Furthermore, by
eliminating the computational bottleneck in computing
noise spectrum, the system can now work smoothly in
real-time. According to perceiving the synthetic songs
as demonstrated in our web page, we conclude that the
HNM based scheme proposed here can indeed be used
to synthesize Mandarin singing voice with consistent
timbre and high signal clarity.
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